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Abstract

Recent code reuse attacks are able to circumvent various address space layout randomization (ASLR) techniques by exploiting memory disclosure vulnerabilities. To mitigate sophisticated code reuse attacks, we proposed a light-weight virtual machine, \textsc{RANZ}, which deployed a novel continuous binary code re-randomization to mitigate memory disclosure oriented attacks. In order to meet security and performance goals, costly code randomization operations were outsourced to a separate process, called the "shuffling process". The shuffling process continuously flushed the old code and replaced it with a fine-grained randomized code variant. \textsc{RANZ} repeated the process each time an adversary might obtain the information and upload a payload. Our performance evaluation shows that \textsc{RANZ} Virtual Machine incurs a very low performance overhead. The security evaluation shows that \textsc{RANZ} successfully protect the Nginx web server against the Blind-ROP attack.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Software]: Processors—Code generation; Translator writing systems and compiler generators; D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection
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1. Introduction

Memory corruption techniques [42] allow adversaries to hijack a program’s control flow. This has created a war on computer security where defensive researchers mend loopholes in code as offensive researchers come up with new attacks. This war has been an arms race between offense and defense in the past decades.

Data execution prevention (DEP) protection mechanism was proposed to prevent code injection attacks [31]. However, the adversaries adapted quickly and evolved to code reuse attacks [12, 13, 20, 34], such as Return-oriented Programming (ROP) [34]. Instead of injecting code, they used the existing code fragments (called gadgets) residing in the victim application’s address space. To mitigate code reuse attacks, Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [43] had been proposed. It randomizes the base address of executable modules thereby making the gadgets’ locations hard to guess. In order to further raise the bar of cracking the code layout, several fine-grained ASLR [8, 17, 24, 28, 29, 32, 44] techniques with high randomization entropy have also been introduced to enhance ASLR. Unfortunately, the adversaries invented new memory disclosure attacks [41] that leaked the target memory content directly on-the-fly and then performing code reuse attacks. To mitigate such attacks, runtime code randomization or re-randomization techniques [10, 14, 19, 30, 45], which randomize application code on-the-fly, have also been proposed recently.

Learning from the war, we note that although the new defense techniques cannot guarantee absolute security for a system, they could raise the difficulty for attackers. There are only a small number of defense techniques, such as DEP and ASLR, that are actually deployed in practice. Deployed techniques are cost-effective, can be applied to executables directly, and preserve the application binaries’ common fea-
tures such as self-referencing code\(^1\), multi-threading and multi-processes. Recent re-randomization enhanced ASLR further raises the bar for attackers. Even if the attackers are aware of memory disclosure vulnerabilities, they can hardly launch code reuse attacks. However, these techniques suffered from serious deployment issues either because they require the source code to be available (so they are not applied to commercial or legacy applications) [10, 14, 19, 45], they incur unacceptable performance overhead (e.g., over 1000-fold) [30], or they compromised the binaries’ common features (e.g., they cannot support self-referencing code). In this paper, we tried to address these three problems to ease the deployment of ASLR with runtime re-randomization. We present a novel, light-weight virtual machine, ReRANZ, which continuously randomizes a binary executable together with dynamically loaded libraries. ReRANZ not only performs re-randomization at fine granularity with low overhead, but also retains the binaries’ common features.

ReRANZ protects the subject process’s code by setting its permission to read-only and executes the code through a Code Cache which is a software controlled memory region containing re-translated/randomized code. To randomize code efficiently and preserve the DEP protection mechanism, we devise a shared memory based shuffling mechanism. We set up a dedicated process, called the “shuffling process”, to perform randomization. The Code Cache is shared between the main process and the shuffling process. The shuffling process generates several code variants periodically in its memory space. At any given time, there is only one code variant mapped to the shared Code Cache. When the protected process needs re-randomization, another code variant is mapped to the Code Cache, replacing the current one. Re-randomization is triggered when an input system call follows some output system calls since last randomization [10]. To reduce the overhead of I/O intensive applications (e.g., web servers), we also develop a trade-off method which could be a user controllable option. Because the code layout is changed continuously, re-randomization needs to update all code position related pointers when performing re-randomization. That is a prominent challenge and previous works did not solve it well. One key difference of ReRANZ is to not mutate code pointer values in code variants. Instead, these pointers are dynamically translated to the randomized locations when they are used to change control flow. More importantly, ReRANZ is carefully designed so that the translation cannot be reused by the adversaries.

In summary, the work makes the following contributions:

- Using an innovative shuffling process to generate and hide code variants in its memory space in parallel and modify the protected process’s page table to switch the new code variants.
- Re-randomization is achieved without requiring mutating code pointers, which is critical for the practicality of the technique. While this is enabled by dynamic address translation, the translation itself may introduce security risks, ReRANZ invents new methods to lower such risks.
- An improved feedback based re-randomization strategy is proposed and implemented. Compared with the TASR’s strategy [10], the new method achieves much better performance on I/O intensive applications.
- The ReRANZ virtual machine is evaluated on a Linux/X86_64 platform. Our evaluation shows that ReRANZ retains the full functionalities of the original application. The performance evaluation shows that ReRANZ incurs 9.7% overhead for the multi-threaded Parsec-2.1 [9] benchmark, 6% for SPEC CPU2006 [23], and 10% for Apache/Nginx web servers [1, 5] running in the batch mode. The security experiments show that the prototype prevents the Blind ROP attack [11] successfully.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work and gives our motivation. Section 3 explains the threat model under which ReRANZ operates. Section 4 presents the design and implementation of ReRANZ and Section 5 describes some practical challenges and some optimizations. Section 6 provides the security and performance evaluation and Section 7 discusses ReRANZ’s security design and our planned future work.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Return-Oriented Programming (ROP)

ROP attack [34] is used to hijack the intended execution flow of an application and performs malicious operations without injecting any new code. Figure 1 shows an ROP attack that spawns a command shell. It uses a stack buffer overflow vulnerability to write data (called payload) beyond the bound of the buffer and then overwrite the critical control flow information (e.g., return address). The payload consists of pointers, where each pointer refers to a small code piece (called gadget). Each gadget consists of several instructions that ends with a ret instruction. Once a gadget has executed

\(^1\) Self-referencing code usually treat the code pointers as data pointers and use these data pointers to read the content. For example, libunwind library [4] uses the return address to read its own code and checks whether the instructions are PLT encoded.
and the top of the stack points to the address of the next gadget, the exploit continues. After several years’ development, several evasive variants of ROP had been invented. They could use diverse gadgets (e.g., ending with indirect jumps and indirect calls) to build up the payload [12, 13, 20].

2.2 Load-time Address Space Layout Randomization

Load-time ASLR had been proposed to mitigate code reuse attacks [43] by making the addresses of gadgets unpredictable at load-time. Module-level ASLR is widely deployed. But adversaries could also use several leaked pointers (e.g., the base address of libraries) to relocate the gadgets’ address in the payload. So several fine-grained randomization techniques further enhanced ASLR by permuting the location of code pages [8], basic blocks [17, 29, 32, 44] or instructions [24]. It is difficult for adversaries to relocate (through several leaked addresses) or guess (through brute force attacks [35, 39]) the gadgets’ location under these techniques.

2.3 Memory Disclosure Attacks

Although load-time randomization techniques ensure that the code layout will be different every time a process is running, the code layout will remain unchanged throughout the execution. Therefore, new memory disclosure attacks [41] appeared, such as JIT-ROP [40], which can circumvent these protections without requiring precise knowledge of the code layout. Instead, it can use any code pointers (e.g., return addresses) to implement the attack. Based on the leaked pointers, JIT-ROP discloses the memory contents by recursively searching for code pointers and then uses the discovered code pages to generate the ROP payload on-the-fly. JIT-ROP gathers the memory pages without crashing the victim application.

The threat of memory disclosure is not limited to JIT-ROP. Another popular attack is the clone-probing attack, such as Blind ROP [11], which focus on daemon web servers. A daemon web server consists of a daemon process and multiple worker processes forked by the daemon process. If a worker process crashes, a new worker process will be forked by the daemon process. Since the memory layout of worker processes is the same as the daemon process’, adversaries can repeatedly probe the worker processes and then analyze the characteristics of the corresponding responses (e.g., crash, block, closed or stays open) to remotely obtain information of the memory layout.

2.4 Previous Efforts of Re-randomization

Re-randomization, which randomizes the application code on-the-fly, is not a new idea. Many researchers had noted that re-randomization can mitigate memory disclosure attacks. If code is re-randomized between the time that it is leaked and the time a payload is invoked, the attack fails because the gadgets do not longer exist.

There are two main challenges to actually deploy effective re-randomization. (a) All code location related pointers need to be updated during code re-randomization. Hence, precisely identifying and tracking such pointers during execution is a prominent problem. (b) At what time and how frequent should re-randomization be performed is crucial to both efficiency and security.

To address the first challenge, all recent re-randomization techniques require the compiler’s assistance. OS-level ASR [19] uses the LLVM [3] to instruments the IR to track the code pointers. TASR [10] modifies the GCC compiler to collect the location information of code pointers. Remix [14], RuntimeASLR [30] and Shuffler [45] need to recompile the source code with special options to obtain the initial code pointers (e.g., Remix and Shuffler need ‘-Wl, -g, -gdwarf2, -fno-omit-frame-pointer, -z initfirst’ options to provide symbols and Dwarf unwind information. RuntimeASLR needs the ‘-fPIE’ or ‘-fPIC’ options). Specially, Shuffler replaced the code pointers with the indices of a global table of code pointers. When performing re-randomization, it only relocated the global table. Because the semantics of code pointers have been changed, the self-referencing code cannot be supported. Besides Shuffler, Remix and OS-level ASR also cannot support self-referencing code due to its fine-grained re-randomization (destroying the original code layout deeply). Although RuntimeASLR needs few changes in the compile options, it utilizes dynamic binary instruction to track code pointers that incurs very high overhead (over 1000-fold of application execution time).

To address the second challenge, OS-level ASR, Remix and Shuffler choose to perform re-randomization at a fixed time interval. Because the adversaries could complete the attack between the adjacent randomizations, this randomization strategy is not secure enough. RuntimeASLR only performs the re-randomization when the parent process forks a child process. So it cannot prevent the JIT-ROP attack. 

TASR proposed a different re-randomization strategy: (a) re-randomize before any input system call that following one or more output system calls; (b) re-randomize before fork and vfork system calls. In TASR, any output system call may be used to leak the information (i.e., pointers and code content) and any input system call may be used to upload a payload. So strategy (a) re-randomizes before the adversary uploads a payload to invalidate the gadget addresses in the payload. Strategy (b) is used to prevent clone-probing attacks. However, based on this re-randomization strategy, TASR could cause prohibitively high overhead for I/O intensive applications due to excessive re-randomization.

Re-randomization needs to re-randomize all codes in the victim applications’ memory space. Besides Shuffler and Remix, most of re-randomization techniques could do that. Shuffler did not re-randomize the loader library and Remix only re-randomized part of functions that had enough
2.5 Motivation for ReRANZ

Recent re-randomization techniques have not been deployed in practice due to four issues: (a) They may require source code to be available so that they could not be applied to commercial or legacy applications; (b) They involve high performance overhead; (c) They do not preserve common application binary features, such as self-referencing code; and (d) They do not re-randomize all codes. In this paper, ReRANZ is specifically targeted at addressing these issues to make the deployment of re-randomization practical.

3. Threat Model and Assumptions

In our threat model, the adversary has the following two abilities. (a) Read and write arbitrary memory locations in the victim process; (b) Ability to crash the worker process of a daemon repeatedly, but not crash a victim process without self-rebooting functionality. ReRANZ focuses on preventing code reuse attacks from adversaries with the above capabilities. Attacks that exploit data layout [25, 37] to leak information implicitly and side-channel attacks [22, 26, 27, 38] are out of our scope. We also assume that the target system is equipped with the following protections which are very popular in existing commercial systems.

No Executable-and-Writable Memory All memory pages are either marked as executable or writable, thus preventing code injection attacks.

Load-time ASLR Load-time ASLR is the first step to shuffle the layout of a victim process. In this work, we only randomize code and data segments that are supposed to be protected by the load-time randomization.

4. Design and Implementation

4.1 System Overview

The overall architecture of ReRANZ is depicted in Fig. 2. To show ReRANZ is practical on real executables, we develop and deploy our system on the Linux/X86_64 platform. ReRANZ begins by analyzing the executable and its libraries, and then generates a randomization file for each module in an Offline Static Analysis Phase. This phase is used to accelerate randomization at runtime. It is optional and can be integrated into the second phase. It disassembles the executable, partitions it into basic blocks and then transforms the instructions in each basic block (Φ). The result of randomized blocks is stored in a randomization file.

The task of the Load-time Initialization Phase is to allocate the Code Cache, and generate the first code variant into it. We outsource the costly re-randomization operation to a separate user space process, called the “shuffling process”, which launches on a different core (Θ). This reduces the impact of the latency introduced by the randomization work. ReRANZ uses a kernel module to monitor the initialization of the protected process’s memory layout and allocate the Code Cache for each module. Meanwhile, the original code region is set with read-only permission. The Code Cache of the protected process is shared with the shuffling process so that it can generate the code variant in the shared space directly (Θ). The code variant is generated based on the pre-generated randomization files of all modules (Θ) in the first phase. It is randomized at the basic block granularity (i.e., basic block reordered). Based on the shared memory mechanism, the Code Cache is given the readable and executable permissions in the protected process, whereas it has the readable and writable permissions in the shuffling process. Because the Code Cache does not have writable permission for the protected process, ReRANZ could preserve DEP principle throughout the entire execution.

In the Runtime Re-randomization Phase, the kernel module monitors the normal execution of the protected process and the shuffling process generates new code variants in parallel. Once a specific pattern of system calls is detected (Θ), the kernel module flushes the old code variants and replace with a new one in the Code Cache (Θ). This is done by modifying the page table of the protected process to map the
Code Cache with a new code variant from the shuffling process. By leveraging the isolation of processes, the new code variants are hidden in the protected process’s virtual memory space. It is important that the adversaries cannot leak and use them before they are switched in.

4.2 Two Key Design Decisions

4.2.1 Code Randomization without Tracking Pointers

Both explicit and implicit pointers to code exist in programs. When shuffling codes, we must guarantee such pointers will correctly point to their new locations. However, identifying such pointers is a challenge, especially when the source code is not available.

An important design decision is to avoid identifying and updating code position related pointers. Instead, ReRANZ dynamically redirects the pointer (in the original code space) to its respective address in the code variant when it is de-referenced. All code pointers in a randomized code variant remain intact by pointing to the locations in the original code. To maintain the original semantics of the code, the randomized code pointer to trampolines. Both approaches leave very few blocks as gadgets, it only showed that these gadgets were infrequent.

**Enhanced Design** The root cause of the above vulnerability is that the adversary might exploit the process of the dynamic code translation. We attempt to minimize such risks through two ways: (a) Reduce the pointer de-reference operations of accessing trampolines. (b) Reduce the number of trampolines. Both approaches leave very few blocks as gadget candidates for adversaries to exploit.

For aspect (a), we eliminate the use of trampolines for all rets and a subset of indirect jumps. To understand the behavior of indirect branch instructions, we analyzed 166 Linux binaries semi-automatically and classified them in Table 1. Ret can be classified into three types: **R-Regular**, **R-Signal** and **R-Exception**. To eliminate the use of trampolines for **R-Regular**, we leverage a Real Return Address Table (RRAT) to store the real return addresses during the execution of call instructions and ret is transformed to load the jump target from RRAT (as shown in Fig. 3(c)). We also utilize the RRAT for **R-Signal**, but it is somewhat different in that the return address of signal handler is pushed by the OS during delivering a signal. So the kernel module is responsible for storing the real return address in RRAT. The return address of **R-Exception** is updated at runtime and this mostly occurs in exception handling of C++ programs (i.e., try/catch statements). When the try statement throws an exception, Unwind.RaiseException() of libgcc_s.so will find the corresponding catch statement and modify its own return address to point to the location of the catch statement. So for **R-Exception**, ret is transformed to search an catch table. The table stores the mapping of all catch statements from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Call C-Type</td>
<td>Jump to function entries (e.g., virtual function calls and function pointer arrays).</td>
<td>Trampoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return R-Regular</td>
<td>Return address is pushed on the stack by call instructions.</td>
<td>RRAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Signal</td>
<td>Return address is pushed on the signal stack by OS.</td>
<td>RRAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Exception</td>
<td>Return address is updating dynamically (i.e., Unwind.RaiseException() in C++ exception).</td>
<td>Catch Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Jump J-Table</td>
<td>Jump to use the jump table (e.g., switch/case statement).</td>
<td>New Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Function</td>
<td>Jump to function entry (e.g., _$runtime_resolve).</td>
<td>Trampoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Middle</td>
<td>Jump to the middle of the current function (special behavior).</td>
<td>Trampoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Exception</td>
<td>Jump to the middle of other functions (i.e., longjmp/siglongjmp).</td>
<td>Setjmp Table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A summary of indirect branch instructions.

to protect the program. A recent randomization technique, instruction displacement2 [29], had also noted this problem that the adversaries could utilize the “basic block entry” gadgets (similar to our useful gadgets) to conduct code reuse attacks. However, that work did not adopt any protection on these gadgets, it only showed that these gadgets were infrequent.

2 It moves the original basic block in a random location and erases the original code. To maintain the original semantics of the code, the randomized basic blocks are linked with the rest of the code by using direct jump instructions which are placed at the original locations.

3 Including SPEC (29), Parsec (13), Web servers (3), Browsers (3), Libraries (19) and Shell commands (33 for text operations, 24 for file operations and 42 for others)
their original locations (extracted from `.gcc_except_table` in binaries) to the new randomized locations. Indirect jumps can also be classified into four types: J-Table, J-Function, J-Middle and J-Exception. We only eliminate the use of trampoline for J-Table and J-Exception. For J-Table, the indirect jumps are transformed to use a new jump table that contains all the translated addresses. The table is derived from the original jump table by translating each value to new randomized locations. The jump tables in the shared library usually record offset instead of absolute address. For these tables, the new tables contain the relocated offsets. For J-Exception, the indirect jumps are transformed to look up a `setjmp table` that stores the mapping of all original return addresses at the callsites of `setjmp()`/`sigsetjmp()` to the new locations. Because the tables used for R-Exception, J-Table and J-Exception are constant for a code variant, so they can be generated together with the variant into the Code Cache.

After the aforementioned transformation, the trampolines are only used for the jump target basic blocks of C-Type, J-Function and J-Middle. So for aspect (b), we need to reduce the corresponding trampolines of other basic blocks. From Table 1, we can see that the jump targets of C-Type and J-Function are all function entries. We also observed that J-Middle's targets are not the target of any direct branch instructions. So we design a conservative method that follows control flow edges (produced by direct branch instructions and J-Table) from possible function entry basic blocks (marked as requiring trampolines) to recognize intra-procedural basic blocks (marked as not) and the exploration is bounded by basic blocks that have been analyzed before. The remaining basic blocks are all marked as requiring trampolines. Because functions are difficult to recognize in binaries, we recognize function entries through methods in Table 2. The recognized function entries through FE-M(1-5) are more common. Because the paddings are inserted for functions and loops, FE-M6 may mistakenly recognize the end of a loop as a function entry. So the final classification method is: Step 1, recognizing function entry basic blocks through FE-M(1-5) and then following control flow edges to classify basic blocks; Step 2, recognizing function entries again in un-reachable basic blocks through FE-M6 and then following control flow edges to classify basic blocks; Step 3, marking the remaining basic blocks as requiring trampolines.

**Proof-of-Concept** The conservative classification ensures correctness (the remaining trampolines are enough for C-Type, J-Function and J-Middle) for two reasons: (1) Because FE-M5 recognizes direct tail calls, the function entries will not exist in control flow edges. Even though FE-M(1-6) may not recognize all function entries, the remaining function entries will be handled conservatively at Step 3; (2) Based on our observation of J-Middle, the jump target basic blocks will not exist in control flow edges. So its targets will be marked as requiring trampolines at Step 3. Even if we recognize its target as a function entry by mistake, its targets will still be marked as requiring trampolines. But this method may recognize additional basic blocks as requiring trampolines, which exposes opportunities for adversaries to exploit. However, such extra basic blocks are rare, and our security evaluation shows that all the remaining useful gadgets are very difficult to launch a meaningful code reuse attack due to the lacking of the key types and having strong side effects (shown in Section 6).

Because most trampolines are eliminated, there are many holes left in the region of trampolines. To reduce the size of the code variant, the randomized basic blocks and trampolines are interleaved instead of separated actually.

### 4.2.2 Time to Perform Re-randomization

The most effective re-randomization strategy so far is TASR [10]. However, TSAR may cause prohibitively high overhead for I/O intensive applications due to frequent re-randomization. Our study shows that leaked information through output system calls are code pointers and code contents. Code pointers can be used to relocate the gadget addresses in payload or leak the code pages. Because the code is randomized with fine granularity in ReRANZ, the adversaries could not use these pointers to relocate the payload (similar to load-time fine-grained randomization). So we only concerned about the leakage of code contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FE-M1</td>
<td>Function entries recorded in (dynamic) symbol tables.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-M2</td>
<td>Function entries recorded in relocation tables (e.g., global function).</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-M3</td>
<td>Function entries are jump targets of direct call instructions.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-M4</td>
<td>Potential function prologs (e.g., decreasing <code>%rsp</code> and saving callee-saved)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-M5</td>
<td>Function entries are jump targets of the direct tail call instruction. This is often occurred in the optimization of compilers. The direct/indirect call instruction is replaced with a direct/indirect jmp instruction to reuse the caller’s stack frame. The jmp instruction is often preceded with potential function epilogps (e.g., increasing <code>%rsp</code> and restoring callee-saved registers) and some argument registers’ assignment.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-M6</td>
<td>Function entries are precended with paddings (usually filled by '00H or ‘nop’ instruction in ELF). Most compilers often insert paddings to align functions and loops to a power-of-two (often 16-byte aligned) boundary in the cache.</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Methods to recognize function entries.
In this section and the following sections, we will discuss the trade-off for users to consider.

4.3 Offline Static Analysis Phase

In the first phase, a static analyser searches for the libraries required by a given program and then analyzes the individual modules through the following five steps: (1) Disassemble the binary; (2) Extract some tables as in Table 1; (3) Partition the code into basic blocks; (4) Identify the basic blocks that require trampolines as we discussed in Section 4.2.1; (5) Transform instructions for randomization. The first three steps are similar to existing works \[32, 44\]. Step 4 has been described in the preceeding subsections. So we shall focus on the last step here.

Besides fork and vfork, the program could also use the clone system call with ‘CLONE_VM’ flag to start a new process that is missed in TASR.

4.3.1 Generate Relocatable Basic Block

For each basic block, ReRANZ generates a RelocatableBB that contains a modified basic block followed by a relocation table that records the addresses that need to be replaced during randomization. After randomization, only the modified basic block is copied to the Code Cache and relocated based on the relocation table. Figure 4 shows an example of RelocatableBB. In the original basic block, the address ‘0xbf1d’ represents the offset relative to the header of the binary. A direct jump is added in the RelocatableBB to link up with the fall-through basic block. The relocation table contains multiple entries, each for an address in the basic block that requires relocation during randomization. Each entry contains the type (Column “Type” in Fig. 4), the relative position of the address in modified basic block (Column “RelaPos”), the size of the address (Column “Size”), and the information to compute the new value (Column “Addend” and “Value”). ReRANZ has eight relocation types related to the direct branch instruction, position-independent code (PIC), RRAT, trampoline, return address and three new tables in Table 1. The meaning of ‘Addend’ and ‘Value’ depends on the relocation type. Due to the space limitation, we only introduce the ‘BRANCH’ type in Fig. 4: the relocated jump offset of ‘ja’ = the position of RelocatableBB ‘0xbf63’ − the position of RelocatableBB ‘0xbf1d’ − ‘0x11’.

We also illustrate the transformation of PIC and instructions that related to RRAT and trampolines.

Position-Independent Code (PIC) There are two different implementations: (1) using “callnext; pop %reg” pattern to obtain the current address (mostly occurred on IA32 platform); (2) using the register %rip directly (only occurred on X64 platform shown in Fig. 5). Since ReRANZ does not shuffle data locations and preserves the original code area, it only needs to ensure the transformed instruction yields the same data/code address as the original. Because the stack stores the original return address, we do not need to handle the first implementation. To handle the second case efficiently, ReRANZ should make sure that the offset between the original code and the code variant is within ±31bits so that ReRANZ could put the displacement of the memory operand in the relocation table and then relocate it during randomization.

Indirect Jumps and Calls J-Function and J-Middle are transformed to use trampolines. As shown in Fig 6(a), the indirect jump is redirected to the corresponding trampoline by adding a fixed offset. Because the ‘add’ instruction will
change the %eflag register, the control flow may be changed if
the following instructions depend on %eflag. However,
there is no instruction that uses %eflag prior to defining it
within a function, so it is safe to change %eflag if the jump
target is a function entry. When the jump target is not a func-
tion entry (handle the indirect jumps that not located in PLT
actually), RERANZ uses ‘pushf’ and ‘popf’ instructions to
protect %eflag before and after the ‘add’ instruction. Besides
updating the RRAT, indirect calls are similarly transformed
to use trampolines. So detailed discussion is elided.

Direct Calls and Returns These instructions are handled
by RRAT. To accelerate the access to RRAT, RRAT is
designed to be indexed by a linear transfer function on the %r-
sp register. As shown in Fig. 6(b), RRAT is placed at a fixed
offset from the original stack. If the top of stack is a return
address, we can use the memory operand -Soffset(%rsp) to
access the corresponding real return address in RRAT (1).To
prevent leaking of the RRAT’s location, we leverage the %gs
segment register to hide RRAT. The %gs register points to an
element in the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) which contains
the real address. In particular, we use %gs:Saddend(%rsp)
to access RRAT (1).The kernel module is responsible for
setting %gs at the start-up time of the protected process.
Although there is no pointers that point to the RRAT, it is possi-
ble that the adversaries might use recent techniques [18, 21]
to probe the locations of the RRAT linearly without crash-
ing the program. In order to prevent from such probing, we
placed two guard pages (before and after the RRAT) here
to prevent from probing RRAT’s location. As shown in Fig.
6(a), a direct call is transformed to five instructions (before
any optimization). The first two instructions store the real
return address and the following two instructions push the
original return address on the stack. We could reduce the
number of instructions, if the positions of the original code
area and the Code Cache are both lower than 4G. Ret is trans-
formed to use the real target in RRAT.

4.4 Load-time Initialization Phase
We design a kernel module to monitor the start-up of the
protected process and allocate Code Cache for each module.

Figure 6: Example of Position-Independent Code.

Figure 7: The runtime re-randomization process. The CC
is short for the Code Cache, the CV is short for the Code
Variant and the PC is short for the Program Counter.

To achieve this, the kernel module modifies the system call
table to intercept a set of system calls.

Kernel Module Monitoring The kernel module intercepts the
eexecve system call to monitor the start-up of a protect-
ed process. When the protected process is started, the kernel
module allocates RRAT for the main stack and two Code
Caches for the main program and ld-linux.so. Meanwhile,
the kernel module starts a corresponding shuffling process
and shares these two Code Caches and RRAT. The kernel
module also monitors the process’s library loading by in-
tercepting the mmap system call. It allocates and shares the
Code Cache for each module. In this phase, once the kernel
module detects a new module, it will protect the original
code region and send an ‘Init’ message5 to the shuffling pro-
cess to generate this module’s variant into the corresponding
Code Cache. The entry of protected process is relocated to
the randomized location and the following execution contin-
ues in Code Cache naturally.

4.5 Runtime Re-randomization Phase
This phase performs re-randomization routinely based on
our triggering policy (mentioned in section 4.2.2). As men-
tioned before, the kernel module intercepts three input-like
system calls (i.e., fork, vfork and clone) and a set of input
system calls (i.e., read, pread64, readv, recvfrom, recvmsg,
preadv and mq_timedreceive) and output system call

5 Using Netlink socket to communicate between kernel and user spaces.
(i.e., write, pwrites, preadv, sendto, sendmsg, pwrites and
mq_timedsend). Each time the protected process invokes any
of these system calls (1 in Fig. 7), the kernel module de-
termines if re-randomization shall be performed (2). If so,
the kernel module modifies the protected process’s page ta-
ble so that its Code Cache is mapped to a new code variant
from the shuffling process (3). And then the kernel mod-
ule sends a ‘Re-rand’ message to the shuffling process
with the current program counter (3). Once the shuffling process
receives this message, it updates the program counter and
and the RRAT and then discards the old code variant (5). Af-
fter finishing these operations, the shuffling process sends a
‘Done’ message to the kernel module with the new program
counter (6). When the kernel module receives this message,
it finishes executing the current system call and resumes the
execution at the new location (7).

5. Challenges and Optimization

Multi-threading Since threads share the same address spa-
pace but have their own private stacks, threads use the same
code variant but have their own RRATs in ReRANZ. There-
fore, we only launch one shuffling process for all threads.
The kernel module intercepts the mmap system call to cap-
ture the creation of a thread’s stack and then allocates the
respective RRAT. The kernel module tracks I/O system calls
among all threads. If an input system call of a thread triggers
re-randomization, ReRANZ pauses all threads, maps a new
code variant and updates all RRATs and program counters.

Multiple Processes Multi-processed programs usually lever-
age shared memory regions to transmit data between pro-
cesses. If the adversary uploads a payload to a process’s
shared memory region, the payload may be executed by other
processes. So it is necessary to re-randomize all processes
when any of the processes need to perform re-randomization.
So the handling is similar to multi-threading and all processes share the same code variant to reduce the
management difficulty of code variants. The kernel module
tracks the I/O system calls for the entire process group. In
fact, the kernel module monitors all processes that inherit
the initial memory layout instead of the process group. This
is because a child process may use system calls (e.g., setsid)
to switch to another process group.

Linux Signals In Linux, if a process has previously reg-
istered a signal handler, the handler routine will be execut-
ed when the signal is thrown. In ReRANZ, the location of
the registered handler is not in the executable Code Cache.
To address this problem, the kernel module intercepts the
sigaction and signal system calls to register the location of
randomized handler. In addition, the kernel module is also
responsible for storing the randomized location of the re-
storer routine (i.e., sigreturn) in RRAT (mentioned in section
4.2.1). During re-randomization, the location information of

6 It is allocated by the mmap system call with 'MAP_STACK' flag.

handler and restorer recorded in kernel will be updated. The
signal stack exists on the current stack by default. Hence the
call/ret instructions in the handler can use the corresponding
RRAT. However, Linux also allows a process to use its own
signal stack by using the sigaltstack system call. To ensure
the correctness of call/ret instructions in randomized han-
dlers, the kernel module allocates a RRAT for each signal
stack by intercepting the sigaltstack system call.

Dynamic Library Loading At runtime, the program may
load and unload libraries. Hence dynamic loaded libraries
should also be protected by ReRANZ. The kernel module
intercepts the mmap system call to monitor dynamic library
loading of the protected process at runtime. When the pro-
tected process loads a library at runtime, the kernel mod-
ule cancels its executable permission and allocates a Code
Cache that is shared with the shuffling process. And then it
sends a message to the shuffling process so that randomized
code can be generated in the Code Cache. The kernel mod-
ule also intercepts the munmap system call to monitor the
operation of library unloading. If the protected process un-
loads a library, the kernel module will free its Code Cache and
notify the shuffling process.

Destroying Caller-saved Registers As mentioned before,
when transforming indirect calls and some indirect jumps,
ReRANZ pushes the jump targets of indirect call/jump on
the stack and calculates the target address of the trampo-
line. These operations use several memory access instruc-
tions that may cause substantial slowdown. To reduce the
number of memory accesses, we leverage caller-saved reg-
isters, which are saved before a function invocation by the
caller and recovered after returning from the callee. It is
hence safe to reuse caller-saved registers at the function in-
vocation (only indirect jumps in PLT are handled actually).

Merging Fall-through Basic Block When generating Re-
locatableBBs, ReRANZ generates a direct jump at the end of
each basic block with a conditional jump (shown in Fig.
4). This direct jump is used to link up with the fall-through
basic block and may incur high performance overhead due
to degraded cache performance (In our experiment of SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks, these direct jumps will incur 176%
performance overhead on average). We eliminate this in-
struction by merging the fall-through basic block with the
current basic block. The randomization granularity is moved
from basic block level to extended basic block level.

Reordering Extended Basic Blocks in Group A pro-
gram’s execution often exhibits both spatial and temporal
code locality. However, the fine-grained randomization in
ReRANZ destroys the spatial locality and may seriously de-
grade the performance. To balance code locality and en-
tropy, we reorder extended basic blocks in its group. When
generating code variants, the shuffling process first sorts all
extended basic blocks in each module by addresses. Every
N extended basic block in sequence form a group and R-
6. Evaluation

We implement ReRanz on Ubuntu 12.04/Intel E74807 machine with 48 cores, 1.6GHZ, and 16GB RAM. In our experiment, we use SPEC CPU2006 [23], the multi-threaded Parsec-2.1 [9], Apache server httpd-2.4.1 [1] and Nginx 1.4.0 [5] as benchmarks. The Apache web server is configured to work in the mpm-worker mode with 16 threads. Nginx is configured to work with 4 worker processes.

6.1 Security Effectiveness

6.1.1 Memory Snapshot Analysis

We measure the gadgets obtained from the code variants to evaluate how effective can ReRanz fence off code reuse attacks. Our method is to dump a code variant for each application in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants. The scan depth (i.e., the max length of a gadget) of the tool to find useful gadget in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants.

Table 3: Statistical data of ReRanz when applying to apps. #RR is the number of re-randomization when threshold = 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App.</th>
<th>Useful Gadgets(%)</th>
<th>Runtime O/H (%)</th>
<th>#RR</th>
<th>#Call/s</th>
<th>Memory O/H(MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perlbench</td>
<td>10.69% 0.34% 12.42%</td>
<td>5 28235191 68.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>9.58% 0.44% 2.12%</td>
<td>0 7297097 36.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>10.37% 0.26% 11.50%</td>
<td>0 15710421 120.46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwa</td>
<td>10.82% 0.33% 2.75%</td>
<td>0 259135 62.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>games</td>
<td>6.42% 0.15% 9.33% 424</td>
<td>3426329 167.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>9.59% 0.45% 2.20%</td>
<td>0 317371 35.26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mile</td>
<td>10.34% 0.40% 1.29%</td>
<td>1 394280 43.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeuomp</td>
<td>10.79% 0.32% 1.92%</td>
<td>0 1489 66.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gromacs</td>
<td>8.44% 0.30% 1.56%</td>
<td>0 9301897 54.87</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cactusADM</td>
<td>11.07% 0.32% 6.89%</td>
<td>0 4912 73.44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leslie3d</td>
<td>12.45% 0.38% 1.78%</td>
<td>0 85206 63.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namd</td>
<td>9.54% 0.40% 1.82%</td>
<td>0 741924 58.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gobmk</td>
<td>12.50% 0.36% 14.36%</td>
<td>541 14029556 60.96</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealll</td>
<td>8.65% 0.30% 14.08%</td>
<td>0 19291456 133.44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soplex</td>
<td>9.04% 0.37% 2.16%</td>
<td>2 302930 65.17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>povray</td>
<td>10.16% 0.37% 11.51%</td>
<td>3 35031309 73.86</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculix</td>
<td>11.15% 0.29% 0.32%</td>
<td>4 3692203 88.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssjeng</td>
<td>15.10% 0.32% 1.33%</td>
<td>0 1912030 47.44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>25047805 4637120 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nginx</td>
<td>9.86% 0.42% -0.86%</td>
<td>0 25047805 73.86</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>11.28% 0.33% -1.34%</td>
<td>0 1305985 38.30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>9.80% 0.29% -1.34%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>10.26% 0.35% 5.33%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Statistical data of ReRanz when applying to apps. #RR is the number of re-randomization when threshold = 0.

eRanz randomizes the order of the extended basic blocks in each group. The start addresses of these extended basic blocks are also random. To increase entropy, the shuffling process places a random number (less than M) of ‘0xd6’7 between adjacent extended basic blocks. In section 6, we will study the effect of N and M on the performance.

6.1 Security Effectiveness

6.1.1 Memory Snapshot Analysis

We measure the gadgets obtained from the code variants to evaluate how effective can ReRanz fence off code reuse attacks. Our method is to dump a code variant for each application in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants. The scan depth (i.e., the max length of a gadget) of the tool to find useful gadget in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants. The scan depth (i.e., the max length of a gadget) of the tool to find useful gadget in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants. The scan depth (i.e., the max length of a gadget) of the tool to find useful gadget in Table 3 randomly at runtime and use ROPgadget-5.4 [36] tool to find useful gadgets in these code variants.

Table 4: The category of gadgets in Table 3. Length denotes the number of instructions in a gadget.
launched a meaningful code reuse attack. Furthermore, Vasilis et al. observed that the actual gadgets used in real exploits have less than six instructions [33]. As shown in Table 4, when the gadget length is ≤ 5, four out of six gadget types are missing, making it very difficult for the adversaries to launch a real code reuse attack successfully.

6.1.2 Nginx Memory Disclosure Attack
We use Nginx 1.4.0 with a stack buffer overflow vulnerability to evaluate the effectiveness of ReRANZ. This web server is popular and vulnerable to the Blind ROP attack. We use the optimized tool of Blind ROP [2] to conduct the attack against the Nginx server. This attack consists of three steps: Step1. Stack Probing: It overwrites the stack byte-by-byte to guess the real value of canary and the return address. If the worker process does not crash, the guessed value is correct; Step2. Finding Enough Gadgets: The tool scans the text segments by overwriting the obtained return addresses with pointers to each potential gadget entry and then inspecting the resulting program behaviors (e.g., crash, block, closed or stays open); Step3. Build the Exploit.
ReRANZ defends against such attacks at all three steps. For the first step, it prevents obtaining the real return address. Even if the adversary obtained the real return address, it would still fail to find the stop gadget in the second step. A stop gadget is a necessary gadget to conduct this attack, whose behavior is to cause the program to block. Because the return address on the stack is not used by a ret instruction, when the attack overwrites the return address to probe a possible stop gadget, the worker process will never be blocked. As expected, the attack always fails.

6.2 Performance Evaluation
In the performance evaluation experiment, the shuffling process generates two code variants continuously. We evaluate ReRANZ with different extended basic blocks’ group sizes and max random numbers of padding bytes (i.e., ‘0 xd6’). The re-randomization strategy is TASR’s basic strategy (i.e., without output data accumulation). For the I/O intensive applications, Nginx and Apache servers, we evaluate the performance with different thresholds of accumulated data transmitted by output system calls.

6.2.1 SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec Benchmarks
Column “Runtime O/H” in Table 3 lists the runtime overhead of ReRANZ on SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec benchmarks. The shuffling process only randomizes the start address of all extended basic blocks without reordering extended basic blocks and placing ‘0 xd6’. The average overhead of SPEC is 5.33% and 9.64% for Parsec. Column “#RR” lists the number of re-randomizations and Column “#Calls/s” lists the invocation frequency of function calls in the original applications at runtime. From the table, we can observe that function calls are frequent in several benchmarks. As such, they manipulate RAT frequently and cause high overhead. The frequency of re-randomization is high in bodytrack, ferret and x264, and thus high overhead.

Figure 8 shows the impact of the max random number of ‘0 xd6’ and the group size on SPEC and Parsec. Observe that the average runtime overhead increases with the growing size of groups and the growing number of ‘0 xd6’.

6.2.2 Network I/O Performance Evaluation
We measure the performance of I/O intensive web servers using the same method as in [15, 30]. Particularly, we use the ab tool [7] on the client machine to send network requests (e.g., ab -n 100000 -c 8 http://server-ip/index.html) to retrieve the default work page (612 bytes) of Nginx on the server running with ReRANZ. The shuffling process only randomizes the start addresses of all extended basic blocks.

Figure 9(a) shows the performance of web servers with different thresholds of the accumulated amount of transmitted data. The performance overhead for TASR (threshold=0) is very high and both web servers suffer from decreasing overhead with the growth of the threshold. Figure 9(b) shows the frequency of re-randomization with different thresholds.

6.3 Memory Overhead
Because ReRANZ uses shared memory, we measure the physical memory overhead. We achieve this by tracking the peak Resident Set Size (RSS\(^3\)) of the protected application and its shuffling process over the entire program execution. Column “Memory O/H” in Table 3 presents the results.

\(^3\) It measures the size of process memory that remains resident in the RAM or physical memory. In the kernel module, using get_mmap_water_rss(struct mm_struct *mm) can get the value.
when the shuffling process only generates two code variants. For SPEC CPU2006 and Parsec benchmarks, ReRANZ uses 73MB and 75MB additional memory on average. For web servers, the memory overhead is close to 69MB. Some applications in Table 3 have higher overhead because their code size and number of libraries used are larger. Such memory overhead is usually tolerable in modern systems.

7. Discussion

In this section, we review some security designs in ReRANZ against the memory disclosure attacks. And then we discuss some limitations of ReRANZ with our planned future work.

ReRANZ needs to ensure the jump targets of all indirect branch instructions are the entries of basic blocks (i.e., the locations of trampolines), otherwise the protected process may run into undefined behaviour. Similarly, all recent fine-grained (basic block level) randomization or re-randomization [14, 17, 29, 44, 45] had the same pre-assumptions. Differing from these techniques, ReRANZ re-randomizes the basic blocks in the Code Cache instead of the original code region. This is to preserve the original code layout that is necessary for applications requiring self-referencing feature. Obviously, the adversaries could only utilize the useful gadgets, that named “basic block entry” gadgets in [29], to conduct the attack. Hence, ReRANZ had enhanced the basic design from two aspects to reduce the number of useful gadgets. In both basic and enhanced designs, the adversaries could control the indirect branch instruction to jump to any location they want. For example, the jump target of an indirect call instruction = the value of the code pointer (stored in registers or memory) + off_c (shown in Fig. 3). For the adversaries, these code pointers are stored in the payload or the overflowed space (shown in Fig. 1). So the adversaries only need to tune the value of these pointers, and the indirect call instruction could jump to any locations (including the Code Cache). In the whole memory space, only the Code Cache has the executable permission but the code there is continuously re-randomized. So the adversaries cannot utilize the code of Code Cache directly. However, the adversaries could still utilize the remainder useful gadgets to conduct the code reuse attacks. But the number and the categories of these gadgets are very rare. So our enhanced design had raised the difficulty to use these gadgets to perform a real code reuse attack. But we should note that almost all of the remainder trampolines in the enhanced design are the function entries. So the adversaries could conduct the function reuse attacks [16], such as COOP [37] and Return-into-libc [6] attacks. In the future, we plan to further minimize the use of trampolines for functions in order to prevent against such attacks. ReRANZ currently monitors the accumulated amount of transmitted data to trigger re-randomization. Watching over the content transmitted might help to make more accurate decisions on whether re-randomization is warranted.

Some techniques of ReRANZ can also be applied to other virtual machines with dynamic code re-randomization to mitigate memory disclosure attacks. It leverages a helper process, called the "shuffling process", to generate code variants for the protected process through the shared memory mechanism. This approach preserves the DEP protection mechanism and effectively eliminates re-randomization caused delays. Unlike other binary re-randomization approach, ReRANZ does not require expensive and difficult pointer tracking. Instead, it uses dynamic address translation to handle pointer related jumps. The translation procedure is hard to exploit by the adversary to launch a meaningful code reuse attacks. And our prototype can prevent from the Blind ROP attack against the popular web server, Nginx.

8. Conclusion

ReRANZ is a light-weight virtual machine using dynamic code re-randomization to mitigate memory disclosure attacks. It leverages a helper process, called the “shuffling process”, to generate code variants for the protected process through the shared memory mechanism. This approach preserves the DEP protection mechanism and effectively eliminates re-randomization caused delays. Unlike other binary re-randomization approach, ReRANZ does not require expensive and difficult pointer tracking. Instead, it uses dynamic address translation to handle pointer related jumps. The translation procedure is hard to exploit by the adversary to launch a meaningful code reuse attacks. And our prototype can prevent from the Blind ROP attack against the popular web server, Nginx.
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